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NOTE: We are pleased to accommodate your request for the Model 14 Slide Action Repeating Rifle information. The following documentation represents all information available on this model from the Remington Arms Co., Inc.

DO NOT MAKE CHANGES OR ALTERATIONS TO ANY PARTS OF A FIREARM. USE ONLY REMINGTON PARTS. NEVER MAKE AN ADJUSTMENT TO THE TRIGGER, OR CHANGE THE SHAPE OR SIZE OF THE SEAR, SEAR NOTCH, OR OTHER PARTS.
Ten Commandments of Shooting Safety

1. Always keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction.

2. Firearms should be unloaded when not in use.

3. Don’t rely on your gun’s “safety”.

4. Be sure of your target and what is beyond it.

5. Use correct ammunition.

6. If your gun fails to fire when the trigger is pulled, handle with care!

7. Always wear eye and ear protection when shooting.

8. Be sure the barrel is clear of obstructions before shooting.

9. Do not alter or modify your gun, and have guns serviced regularly.

10. Learn the mechanical and handling characteristics of the firearm you are using.
MODEL 14 & 141

DIsmounting and Assembling

1. Take-Down.

Cock the firing pin by opening and closing action. Turn out take-down screw and pull to stop Fig. 1, grasp barrel portion forward of receiver and stock portion rearward of guard and push straight downward to remove guard from grooves in receiver Fig. 2.

2. Breech Block from Receiver.

Press unlocking plunger in breech block and open action. Tip rear end of block up slightly Fig. 3, and hold block into clearance space in top of receiver then pull action bar forward and lift block out.

3. Breech Block Components.

Sear Lock: Drive out sear lock pin and remove lock, spring and plunger.
Action Bar Lock: Drive out action bar lock and remove bar lock, spring and case.
Sear: Drive out sear pin and release sear.
Firing Pin: Pull out main spring and plug, then pull out firing pin.
Extractor: Pry extractor plunger rearward and extractor cut, then remove plunger and spring.
Ejector: Move ejector so that circular lug will match cut in block and lift ejector out, push ejector rod forward out of block.

4. Butt Plate.

Remove two screws.

5. Stock.

Remove stock bolt from deep rear hold and pull stock off guard.

6. Guard Components.

Carrier Dog: Drive out pin from right to left, remove dog and spring.
Firing Catch Pin: Drive out pin and remove catch, spring and plunger.
Trigger: Drive out bushing and remove trigger, spring cap and rod.
Safety: Push out crosswise.

7. Receiver and Barrel Components.

Action Bar: Remove two fore-end screws and slide fore-end
forward, remove action bar cover screw and slide cover forward, tip muzzle down and let cartridge stop fall out, remove plug screw and take out magazine spring and follower then remove action bar rearward and lift off fore-end and action bar cover.

Magazine Ring: Turn receiver and barrel bottom up, with plug in magazine ring swing plug horizontally until crosswise of barrel then lift ring from cut in barrel.

Receiver Bushings: Turn take down screw into threaded bushing one or two threads, drive bushing out by striking head of screw, turn screw out and remove bushing. Pull screw out to stop, place flat end punch through left side to cover inner end of right bushing and drive bushing out with screw and retainer. Lift retainer out of bushing and remove screw. Do not drive upon end of screw to remove right bushing as this will spoil threads and retainer.


   Loading Door: Drive out pin and remove loading door, spring and plunger.
   Carrier: Drive out carrier pin and remove carrier with friction, spring and plunger.
   Carrier Lever: Drive out lever pin and remove lever, spring and plunger.
   Magazine Tube: Remove screw and turn out the tube from right to left.


   Drive crosswise from left to right, If front sight has set screw, loosen this before driving. Assemble all parts in reverse order.
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Firearms Value & Reference Books

NOTE: We do not provide information on firearms' values. You may want to have your firearm appraised by a gunsmith. The following sources may also be helpful. We do not accept responsibility for the goods or services provided by these sources.

Firearms Value Books

Blue Book of Gun Values
Blue Book Publications
8009 34th Avenue South #175
Minneapolis, MN 55425
800-877-GUNS

Flayderman’s Guide to Firearm Values
Gun List
Modern Gun Values
Krause Publications
700 East State Street
Iola, WI 54990-0001
847-573-8530

Gun Trader’s Guide
Stoeger Publishing Company
5 Mansard Court
Wayne, NJ 07470
973-872-9500

Reference Books

The Remington 700
John Flacy
Brownells, Inc.
200 South Front Street
Montezuma, IA 50171
515-623-5401

Cartridges of the World
Frank C. Barnes
Standard Catalog of Firearms
Krause Publications
700 East State Street
Iola, WI 54990-0001
847-573-8530

Shooter’s Bible
Stoeger Publishing Company
5 Mansard Court
Wayne, NJ 07470
973-872-9500

Remington, America’s Oldest
Gunmaker
Remington Arms Co.
PO Box 700
Madison, NC 27025
Attention: History Book
800-423-8495